Risk Mitigation and Business Continuity – Solution Brief

Keep It All
Connected

WHY FIREMON?
Real-Time Monitoring
instantly reveals what’s
happening on the network,
alerting you to changes
that can cause disruption

Eliminate disruptions
while removing
security risks

BPMN Integration
ensures fully automated
workflow integrations
from request and design
to implementation and
decommissioning

THE CHALLENGE: Keep the business connected,
make everything secure.

Continuous Compliance
made possible with 350+
controls that you can
tailor to your specific –
internal and regulatory
– compliance needs

Networks change. That’s just what they do. Security teams
experience a backlog of change requests, new apps to deploy and
users that need foolproof security and connectivity.
Every change to the network can enable (or bring down) critical
business applications. A single misconfigured security device
can disrupt customer orders, medical records, manufacturing
operations or credit card processing. Executing changes must be
flawless. Every. Single. Time.
Specific challenges include:
•

Applications play host to countless vulnerabilities

•

DevOps and agile delivery have apps flying into production

•

Partners, suppliers and customers expect constant digital
interaction

•

Manual changes don’t keep pace with a hyperspeed
economy

Traffic Flow Analysis
Only FireMon allows you to see
the effects of every rule across the
enterprise - down to the application
and user - with associated rule
recommendations that meet your
business and security goals.

Log Analysis
With FireMon’s open APIs, you’re
connected to all data – EDR, AV,
DLP, Firewalls, Packet Capture,
Apps – leaving nothing hidden
and automating actions to restore
continuity.

THE SOLUTION: Automated Security with Total Interoperability
FireMon removes the risk of misconfigurations leading to disruptions and threat exposures.
Vulnerabilities are prioritized with simulation, changes have perfect precision with end-to-end
automation, and compliance becomes a constant in an ever-changing network.
The enterprise stays connected in a world seemingly designed to throw you off, because with
FireMon you get deep integrations into security devices, interoperability with business systems
(like ITSM and GRC), traffic flow analysis with application and user behavior and seamless
change orchestration across the global enterprise.
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SOLUTION OVERVIEW
FireMon keeps businesses connected, applications available and users productive with sub-second
policy orchestration. Now, you have the capabilities needed for total security, reducing risk without
compromising network access and business continuity.
Real-time monitoring gives you instantaneous knowledge of network and application behavior, alerting
you when trouble is on the horizon and orchestrating changes in seconds to mitigate risk
and disruptions.

Elasticsearch
delivers high
throughput data
ingest, unrivaled
search speed
and flexibility to
adapt to business
changes and
application needs.

Risk
Analysis
combines
vulnerabilities
with network
policy, simulating
attack paths to
quantify risk
and mitigate
disruptions.

Automated
Rule Push
commands
security for your
network and
app connections
with stupefying
speed, responding
with corrective
security controls in
seconds.

IPv6
Support
as application
and data types
evolve, only
FireMon has the
architecture ready
to adapt to your
requirements,
including IPv6.

Automated
Decommissioning
as users and
applications
change,
automatically
remove outdated
and unused rules
with zero human
touch.

Who is FireMon?
The FireMon platform delivers continuous security for hybrid enterprises through a powerful fusion of vulnerability
management, continuous compliance and orchestration. Since creating the first-ever network security management
solution 15 years ago, FireMon solutions have continued to deliver visibility into and control over complex network security
infrastructure, policies and risk to over 1,500 customers around the world.
Using the FireMon platform, today’s leading enterprise organizations, government agencies, and managed security
providers have dramatically improved effectiveness of network defenses, accelerating business agility optimizing return on
investment. For more information or a free 30-day trial, visit www.firemon.com.

